**Rice Topics**

That unaccustomed touch of Oswa—what wouldn't the fans give to be in the bleachers with us to-day? To be sure, they won't be here in the bleachers, but at least they will be there in spirit. The close and earnest voice of the fans is the only thing that matters. Even the game itself is not so important. The best of all is the close and eager attention that marks the game more valuable than strength, cleverness or brains, even if a game is played primarily to physical skill.

**The Island of Trouble**

The success or failure of the game was harried. Joyous recoveries were as common to us as it is heard at football games. Con- says it may be necessary for you to be there Monday morning. Write home to ker mstrong.

"The Aegis" this week. It is un- if Rice is to be victorious before the Central High puts the same punch to rice. The Owls beat A. & M. truly, a tremendous effort to beat Rice she self she will have a whole year of dis- to redeem herself in the last oppor- and she will make a desperate effort to do it. By E. O. Arnold

**SIDELINES ON THE RICE—A. M. GAME**

Saturday night the Houston Chronicle put an account of the Rice victory in the telegraph news wire. A few minutes later came a message from the Fort Worth Star-Telegram: "Rice beat A. & M. A. M. The Chronicle telegraphed the reversal: "Rice A. & M. A. M. The Star-Telegram reported: "Was that the A. & M. Owls' team?"

**The victory parade Saturday night sank**

The Owls' play proved to 8000 spectators in the Cotton Bowl. Admit- ions will be $2 and every- one is welcome. Semi-formal rites furnished music from 10 till 2 for the dance; for Dance; Hail Square, and will be the last time the Owls will be seen in action in Blintzen.
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A leader of yells is not supposed to manipulate an artist pen or
brush with adjectives—
A little more, one that grasps a situation half a lap ahead of
the average follower, one that isn't satisfied with things just
because somenone else is satisfied with them.
Vertical high lights can not form an accurate reflection of Jack Glenn. Somehow, someway, he has stepped into a niche at Rice
never before occupied. In next year's "Yell Leader" was anybody
who wasn't too embarrassed to stand before a crowd and say
"Now let's give nine for that old team."
But Jack Glenn is more than a leader of yells, he is a leader of men.
Glenn has a predecessor that makes yelling an intense business,
makes it a deep research into man physiology. He has done more with less in the shortest time than anybody ever step-
ped on campus. That's what is so bright for him, but what is that
Yell leader of two years hence going to do? Does the school doubt,
As The Thresher does, that another man with Glenn's personality
and ability will be found to succeed him?
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for a touchdown. Rice made her's Aggie combination that could punctuate straight football. Partly right, but—due to its going out of bounds after that—averaged 60 yards and kept the got off some punts in the first quarter an attempt to place-kick goal. Then line in the fourth quarter and blocked touchdown, slipped through the Aggie touchbacks, or to any man on the field Saturday. They have played their good games, and goalies were frantic to get in the top and give their all against A. & M. But the little men had the chances; they refused to give it up. Chambers 150 Knickerbocker 180
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Fighting Owls—
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A. & M. stood up for the try for point. Big Bill Harris, Rice's place kine man, full back on the point of the Owls in the second period. The ball fell harmlessly to one side. Chambers fell, carried by the impact of the ball, and in the open end of twenty yards.

It was the most crucial, most thrilling and emotional moment in Rice football history. For that The Victory Means.

That blocked kick, it is believed, was the greatest, most spectacular, most nerve-racking moment in Rice football history. Rice men now and hereafter will have "that kind of a lot of "rough stuff" to talk about," saying that Rice was on a winning streak in straight football. Partly right, but—disturbing blocking, hitting, all at once, a regulation play, things will be remembered, that Rice two years later by receiving a pass from Rice's center and running for a touchdown, had blocked that.

Furthermore, Rice used 11 men, instead of the 9 men, and that because of an injury. Coach Piner had to substitute 9 men in the second quarter and first 3 minutes. He tried vainly to find some Owls combinations. It cost us twenty yards, and in the third period. He kicked the ball out of bounds and in the fourth period. He kicked the ball out of bounds and in the fourth period.
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**La Revue by Irene**

**Stop Press News**

(Story begins, try to get on the page at the last moment.)

**LORRETTA IN NEW ORLEANS.**

President Edgar Odell Lovett ad
gressed the New Orleans Alum
nnuma at a luncheon held in that
city by the New Orleans Board of
Church of Christ and the LSU Alum
nnaa. Miss看了 whom the
loved the club. Missin the faculty
committee of the campaign
program and

**Three Objections to Cafeteria Says Dean Caldwell to Reporter**

"Cost, Starvation and Semi-Fratics"

"If we have made no investigation of the
cafeteria. This is not 100 percent true.

"If there are objections in the cafes,
we are sure that the food will be
satisfactory. This is not t

"If we have made a careful examina
the program of the cafeteria.
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**Dear Mr. McCann,**

It is alleged to have been rumored
that Mr. McCann
hit for him; he glared and put it back
in the rooting section? It was to! J

"The Woman's Council will enter
Tuesday with a strong party in the
Amphitheater. This is a national
program which is to be

"If you know that average board
at Columbia is twice as high as board
here, according to the catalog of that
school, it would not be as large as
Columbia, with 18,000
students. With due justice to "Mr. Beraud,
the faculty towards a proposed
cafe.

"One of the objections to a cafe
is that it is not a part of the
all the other objections. Students who
are going to eat in a cafeteria.

"And say, tittle country cousin, did
you know that average board
at Columbia is twice as high as board
here, according to the catalog of that
school, it would not be as large as
Columbia, with 18,000
students. With due justice to "Mr. Beraud,
the faculty towards a proposed
cafe.
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